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SlewPro brings customer service and expertise 
to support Loop Belt’s move into fracking
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The experts at Loop Belt Industries, a Schwing America company, represent a combined 85 years of 

experience in delivering construction and automated conveyor solutions. The company’s current roster of 

truck-mounted telescopic conveyor systems includes the LB-33T4-20, with a conveyor reach of 107’ 1”; 

and the LB-40T5-20 and TTLB-40T5-20, each with a conveyor reach of 129’ 9”. Traditional areas of 

operation for Loop Belt involve concrete construction for residential foundations and heavy civil projects. 

Along with the ability to rapidly convey concrete, Loop Belt’s conveyor systems can also efficiently move 

large quantities of aggregate. It was the last 

capability that drew the attention of the fracking 

industry.

Hydraulic fracturing, more commonly known as 

fracking, represents an industry with a large growth 

potential. Investments into fracking and other 

methods of domestic oil production have resulted in 

reduced oil imports to the United States. Currently, 

the US only imports 40% of its crude oil needs, 

which is good for both the economy and national 

security. Fracking requires extraction teams to inject 

vast quantities of sand into the earth to drive oil to 

the surface. Loop Belt’s conveyor systems seemed an obvious choice to help the fracking teams achieve 

their goals, but the switch from pouring concrete to delivering sand required redesigning some elements of 

the conveyor system.

The slewing ring bearing manufactured by SlewPro is required to maintain the integrity of the system and 

allow for 360˚ range of operation.

Part of the redesign required the introduction of two externally geared slewing ring bearings and pinions: 

one for the main turret holding up the Loop Belt conveyor and a smaller one for the feed conveyor turret. 

The bearings were required to hold the majority of the weight of the conveyor system for extended periods 

and remain in operation for years at a time. Lacking existing parts to work with, Joseph Gallione, 

owner/partner at Loop Belt, looked to existing suppliers to fill his manufacturing needs, but was unable to 

find a company capable of meeting both his time constraints and quality demands.
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SlewPro was able to assist with the design and 

development of the new parts, and reduced 

manufacturing time by over half, from 22 weeks to 

SlewPro’s standard 10- to 12-week delivery time.

The quality of the slewing ring bearings is backed

by SlewPro’s quality management, which includes 

ISO 2008 standards.

“When we needed a large diameter, heavy-duty 

slewing bearing for a new telescopic conveyor to be 

introduced in the construction equipment market, I 

first looked at the well-known suppliers of these 

bearings,” said Gallione. “However, I found these 

suppliers could not meet the delivery requirements I needed to complete this new machine.

My search for another supplier led me to SlewPro. Richard Potesta was very responsive and professional 

in understanding my slewing bearing needs and came through with an exceptionally short 10- to 12-week 

lead time and very competitive pricing. From start to finish, SlewPro has lived up to its promises on 

delivery and quality and helped keep our new machine development on schedule.”

For more information about what SlewPro can do for your company, please contact us at 

offers.slewpro.com/contact-us.
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